Abstract. In multi-input multi-output (MIMO) radar sys
Introduction
Distinct waveforms can be emitted by each transmitting antenna of the multi-input multi-output (MIMO) radar individually, giving more freedom to systems during transmission [1] , [2] . To fulfill the demand of simpler targets detection and parameter estimating, the orthogonal waveforms transmission has become to a general assumption when analyzing the performance of various MIMO radars as well as processing signals [3] [4] [5] . However, in reality, no transmitted waveform is perfectly orthogonal, thus how to producing waveforms with good orthogonality is being explored indepth when designing a MIMO radar waveform [6] , [7] .
Generally, there are three distinct diversities that can be employed when considering the orthogonality between signals: time diversity, frequency diversity and code diversity [3] , [8] . For orthogonal signals employing staggered time or multiple frequencies (including carrier frequencies and Doppler frequencies), the coherence of targets may be decreased. Therefore, achieving good orthogonality with code diversity is preferred in many theoretical analysis and practical MIMO radar systems. In 2004, Deng employed simulated annealing algorithm along with optimized the crosscorrelation of waveforms by means of phase modulation, obtaining a desirable pair of phase coding waveforms possessing the optimal auto-correlation sidelobe peak (ASP) and cross-correlation peak (CP) [9] , and improvements are given in [10] . After that, discrete frequency coding waveform (DFCW) optimizing the frequency coding sequence of Costas waveforms, has been studied extensively [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Replacing the constant frequency with linear frequency modulation in the DFCW is also extensive investigated [16] [17] [18] . However, the basis of the above mentioned orthogonal coding waveforms [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] depends on frequency diversity advantage, which can only provide limited orthogonality in frequency domain.
In this paper, we find that a new kind of variable can be introduced in the cross ambiguity function by a change of the initial phase of each pulse, offering a new diversity to further decrease the cross-correlation of waveforms. Based on this, we propose discrete frequency and phase coding waveform (DFPCW), which has better orthogonality with the use of genetic algorithm optimizing both the frequency code sequence and initial phase code sequence of the pulse train. This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the derivation of ambiguity function and cross ambiguity function of DFPCW. Taking advantage of genetic algorithm, the optimal designing algorithm of DFPCW is also given. In Sec. 3, we compare the DFPCW with several existing orthogonal waveforms, such as DFCW and frequency modulated continuous wave.
Discrete Frequency and Phase Coding Waveform
For a MIMO radar system with L transmitting antennas, the normalized DFPCW signal transmitted by the lth antenna can be expressed as
where
where N is the number of pulses included in the pulse trains of the DFPCW, T r is the pulse repetition interval, T is the pulse width, rect (·) is the rectangular window, f l n = f c + F l n ∆ f and ϕ l n = P l n ∆ϕ represent the frequency and the phase of each pulse, respectively, f c represents the carrier frequency of the radar system, ∆ f and ∆ϕ represent the frequency and phase step size. 
Ambiguity Function
The ambiguity function of the lth transmitting signal is given by [19] 
where τ and ν are the time delay and the Doppler shift, respectively, superscript * denotes the complex conjugate. Replacing u l (t) by (1) we have Substituting (2) in (4) gives
where |τ| ≤ T and T ≤ T r /2 are assumed. This can be simplified by applying the sum rules of integration. Hence
Since the integrand function is the product of two rectangular functions, the bounds of the integral are given by
Hence the integral in (6) is solved to give the expression of the ambiguity function of DFPCW
where sinc (x) = sin (πx) / (πx) is the normalized sinc function. The vanished initial phase terms ϕ l n in (8) demonstrate that DFPCW signal has the same ambiguity function with the DFCW. Hence for a given frequency coding sequence, the shape of ambiguity function will remain constant even when the initial phase of the pulse is changed. When the Doppler shift ν = 0 , the auto-correlation of DFPCW is
which indicates that the auto-correlation of DFPCW depends only on the frequency coding sequence. If the number of the frequencies is the same as that of the pulses, and each of these pulses has unique frequency, then (9) can be simplified as
The vanish of frequency coding index n indicates that in this condition the auto-correlation of the DFPCW is independent of the frequency coding sequence. To a certain extent, this property may simplify the optimal design of DF-PCW, however, the price paid is the sacrifice of the degrees of freedom of the solution. By assuming that the time delay τ = 0 in (8), the zero-delay cut is
From (11), we can find that the Doppler resolution and Doppler sidelobe behavior of the DFPCW are independent of the carrier frequency and initial phase. Those Doppler properties relate with the pulse parameter of the waveform, such as pulse width, pulse repetition interval and pulse number. In the following subsection, we will derive the cross ambiguity function of the designed DFPCW.
Cross Ambiguity Function
The cross ambiguity function between the kth and the lth signal transmitted via the transmitting antenna is defined as
Substituting (1) into (12), we have
Assuming T ≤ T r /2 and |τ| ≤ T. Recalling (2), we obtain
The sum rules of integration are applied to simplify it
For the given bounds of the integral shown in (7), the cross ambiguity function can be written as
Therefore, the cross ambiguity function of DFPCW is a function of frequency code sequence and phase code sequence, in particular, when the Doppler shift ν = 0, the cross-correlation of the two waveform is given below
Equation (17) indicates that, the phase difference ϕ kl n as well as frequency difference f kl n of each pulse has influence on the cross-correlation between the two signals. Compared with the traditional DFCW with frequency diversity only, by introducing phase code, additional degrees of freedom during the waveform design are provided, which may be beneficial for the improvement of the waveform performance.
Optimal Criteria and Algorithm
As mentioned in Sec. 2.2, the CP of the transmitting signals is related both to the frequency and phase code sequences. In traditional radar waveform design, low ASP of a waveform is preferred, since the ASP of a strong target may higher than the mainlobe of a weak target. In MIMO radar applications, low cross interference between waveforms may imply better system performance. Thus, we consider to design the DFPCW with optimal ASP and CP. This paper sets the summation of ASP and CP as the fitness function
where extr {·} represents extrema, the first term on the right hand side of the equation is the summation of all ASP of waveforms, the second term is the addition of all CP of waveforms, w represents the weight. The setting of w may arbitrary or base on experience. However, in our algorithm, we first generate N g random waveforms to calculate the average level of the ASP and CP of general DFPCW can achieved. The detailed procedure of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 2 . 
Simulations and Comparisons
In this section, two different methods of simulation are explored to analyze the performance of the DFPCW. The first aims at improving the waveform orthogonality through introducing the phase coding based on existing DFCW, while the second is that the frequency coding as well as phase coding are combined to produce the optimal DFPCW. Comparisons between DFPCW and DFCW are also discussed.
The design method of DFCW has been introduced in [11] thoroughly. Since there are no repeated codes in the sequence, with the ACF of DFCW shown as (10), the sidelobe level cannot be reduced by simply changing the order of the codes. Therefore, we allow the repetition of codes, meanwhile increasing the coding dimension from N! to N N aims to broadening the search scope of optimal solutions. Moreover, in general, one prefers to optimize CP rather than energy when drawing the optimal DFCW because CP may result in false targets.
This paper brings about the optimal DFCW sequence with genetic algorithm, the weight w in (18) is calculated from N g = 1 000 random waveform pairs, the simulation parameters are shown in Tab 2 15 5 24 31 0 0 31 5 12 18 5 25 8 16 19 7 11 31 31 0 7 26 23 18 22 10 17 4 31 0 31 0 31 9 23 26 21 13 5 18 22 3 18 31 31 31 21 11 8 26 16 23 19 26 14 17 0 0 0 15 8 5 30 0 6 20 12 8 23 0 0 0 12 19 7 7 18 12 21 17 18 12 0 of the algorithm is when the variation of the fitness function is less than 10 −6 or the optimal individual in the population has been consistent for 50 generations. The radar system we considered here is a high frequency surface wave radar applied to ship detection. The range resolution is about 5 km corresponding to the total bandwidth, and the maximum range is 600 km according to the pulse repetition interval.
Optimal Waveforms
The optimal frequency sequences of the DFCW obtained by the algorithm given above are shown in the 2nd to 4th columns (with the column header of "Frequency code") in Tab. 2. And the ASPs, CPs and the value of fitness function are shown in the 2nd to 4th rows (i.e. DFCW) in Tab. 3. After optimization, the value of fitness function of the optimal DFCW reaches 0.602 6. Afterwards, we modulate the initial phase of each pulse using 32-phase discrete phase code on condition that the frequency coding remain constant. With simply changing the phase of each pulse, waveforms can be further optimized. The resulting phase coding sequence are given in the 5th to 7th columns (with the column header of "Added phase code") in Tab. 2 and the relevant ASPs as well as CPs the 5th to 7th rows (i.e. DFPCW-1) in Tab. 3, respectively. The same ASP value of the two waveforms validates the uniformity of the ambiguity function of DFPCW-1 and that of DFCW, which matched to (9) we deduced. Clearly, the DFPCW-1 possesses lower CPs than that of the DFCW, along with a reduction by 0.036 1 of the fitness value. It is clear evident that the CP of the optimal DFCW can be further reduced by using phase coding, which implies that DFPCW-1 has better orthogonality than DFCW. The above mentioned design method split the optimizing process into two parts, offering advantages such as lower space requirement for solutions and shorter time taken to get the solutions. However, the method may result in local optimization. To avoid this problem, the frequency code sequences and phase code sequences are optimized simultaneously and thus achieved the more desirable waveforms. The resulting optimal coding sequences are given in 8th to 13th in Tab. 2, and the ASPs, CPs and fitness value after optimization are shown in the 8th to 10th rows (i.e. DFPCW-2) in Tab. 3.
The optimal designed DFPCW is shown in Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3(a), 3(b) , and 3(c), although the sidelobe peaks are clearly observable, the "thumbtack" feature of the mainlobe is evident. The narrow shape of the mainlobe indicates that the DFPCW possesses good resolution both in time-delay and Doppler shift. The grating lobes at Doppler frequency of about ±250 Hz are negligible, since in practice no artificial vehicle can reach those high velocities. The cross ambiguity peaks in Fig. 3(d) , 3(e), and 3(f) are randomly distributed due to the random property of the frequency and phase code, however, most of the peaks are less than 0.05 demonstrating that the mutual interference between DFPCWs is low.
Comparison with Existing Waveforms
Comparisons with existing waveforms are also given using the parameters listed in Tab. 1. In Fig. 4 , we compare the DFPCW with the Deng's DFCW, New DFCW and frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) in the aspects of auto-correlation function and cross-correlation function. As Deng's DFCW considers optimal a continuous wave, we modified this waveform in our optimal criteria obtaining the new DFCW (a pulse train waveform utilizing frequency diversity). The FMCW set employed here contains two waveforms having opposite frequency modulation [20] . Figure 4 (a) demonstrates that, the mainlobe of those four waveforms are nearly the same, however, the ASP of DFPCW is dramatically lower than that of the other waveforms. From Fig. 4(b) , we find that the Deng's DFCWs have the highest CP, which may due to the changed simulation condition (including pulse duration, bandwidth, etc.) in this paper. However, the New DFCW obtained by employing genetic algorithm with the simulation condition as shown in Tab. 1 presents better orthogonality. Obviously, the DFPCW has lowest peak value, compared with the new designed optimal DFCW and FMCW.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel DFPCW consisting of both discrete frequency code and initial phase code is proposed, followed by boosting the orthogonality of waveforms benefits from the diversity characteristics. By changing the initial phase of each pulse, the DFPCW achieved lower CP than that of the DFCW, on the premise that they have the same autocorrelation features. Furthermore, the fitness value drove lower to 0.542 5 when achieving both the frequency optimization and the phase optimization simultaneously. Both the two results show that DFPCW is superior to DFCW. The Comparison with widely employed FMCW also validate the superiorities of the designed waveform. In the future, a waveform contains more diversities rather than only frequency diversity and phase diversity employed here will be investigated.
